First Seen in Boston at Hovey's---"The India"

The New "Little Umbrella With the Big Spread"

This is the umbrella which has aroused enthusiastic interest wherever shown. A small umbrella having ten ribs (the ordinary one having but 7 or 8), unusually sturdy, resisting the temptation to turn inside out in high wind, yet delightfully light and graceful when outspread, covering more than the usual space.

The edges of the ribs for about 3 inches are pliable; when extended and open a greater spread is afforded than the ordinary kind, and the ladies will not break their feathers. Handsome mission wood handles, coverings of union silk and pure silk.

Better protection from the rain and a great lessening of bulk and size.

This is an important addition to the history of umbrella construction. We confidently prophesy in a year or so all umbrellas will be demanded upon this idea.

The man's size is of walking length, but with a 30-inch spread overhead instead of that possessed by the 28-inch regular umbrella.

We are pleased to announce that in a very short time we shall be offering many other grades at varying prices.

Men's Size Umbrellas $2.50

C. F. Hovey & Co.

REMINDER

MATERIALS for Spring and Summer wear, both Foreign and Domestic, are now ready for your inspection.
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Prize Offers from Leading Manufacturers

Book on patents. "Hints to inventors." "Inventions needed." "Why some inventors fail." "Hints to inventors" for search of Patent Office records. Our Mr. Greeley was formerly Acting Commissioner of Patents, and as such had full charge of the U. S. Patent Office.
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